"Check-List" for Technion Outgoing Exchange Students

1. Enter TI website and read all about our Application Procedure

2. Technion student wishing to participate in Student Exchange Program must obtain:
   - GPA [Grade Point Average] of 80+ for Engineering students, 85+ for Architecture students
   - No disciplinary issues
   - Must have completed at least 4 Technion semesters [minimum of 40 academic credit points]
   - Must return to Technion for at least 1 semester

3. Submit the following materials- 1 original copy and 1 photocopy:
   1. Application Form, completed in printing [do not hand write], signed by your faculty’s academic advisor [please ask the secretariat of the Faculty if you’re not sure who is your academic advisor]. Make sure to name 5 optional Host Universities and to arrange the list by priority.
   2. Transcript in English
   3. Resume [CV] in English
   4. Letter of Intent: Explain your goals for studies at foreign university; Illustrate your competence to represent Technion.

4. Payments and fees:
   - Tuition is paid regularly to the Technion.
   - One time non-refundable 190 NIS charge for application, charged through regular tuition.
   - 300 NIS for late application
   - 300 NIS – cancelation fee BEFORE contact with Host University
   - 650 NIS - cancelation fee AFTER contact with Host University

5. Dates and Deadlines:
   - Submission of Application Form:
   - TI confirmation of eligibility for studies in a foreign university
   - Final confirmation date may vary, due to the different Host University's dates and deadlines

6. After receiving a positive confirmation from the host University, the student will develop a tentative list of courses given at the Host University and REQUEST approval from Home Faculty

7. Home Faculty might approve student grades after return based on transcript and course syllabus

IMPORTANT NOTES!!
Please DO NOT make any direct contact with the host University. All inquiries are welcome at: outgoing@int.technion.ac.il